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Parīlio, a Member of Design Hotels
Cycladic Light Simplicity
PRESS RELEASE
Parīlio has been named to the
Travel + Leisure 2020 It List of Best New Hotels
Parīlio, was named to the 15th annual It List of Travel + Leisure, a collection of the best new hotels in
world, meticulously curated by the publication’s editors.

Each year, Travel + Leisure editors explore hundreds of new hotels around the globe questing for those
that offer a special, holistic experience based on location, ambiance, service and amenities. The editors
also collaborate with Travel + Leisure’s global network of expert travel writers and agents to narrow this
exclusive list. Parīlio, that opened its doors in July 2019 on the pristine island of Paros, is the only Greek
hotel featured in the prestigious It List and is described by Travel + Leisure’s editors as the perfect base
from which to explore the island’s riches and as a place one may never want to leave.
Parīlio, the name of which is derived from ‘Paros’ and the Greek word for the sun ‘īlios’, is a 33-suite
retreat distinguished by Paros’s timeless simplicity. An expansive pool, notable for its distinct cross shape
and highlighted by two impressive rocks dominates the hotel’s grounds, offering the perfect spot in which
to soak up Paros’s pastoral beauty surrounded by amber-hued fields and stately araucaria trees. The
aesthetics of Parīlio are guided by the clean lines and simplistic beauty of classic Cycladic architecture,
while its interiors are defined by a soothing, tonal color palette and natural materials, evoking a sense of
age-old sanctuary and resulting in a space that is both cathartic and elemental.

About Design Hotels™
Design Hotels™ represents and markets a curated selection of over 300 independent hotels in more than
60 countries across the globe. More than a collection of hotels, the company is a collection of stories.
Each property reflects the ideas of a visionary hotelier, an "Original", someone with a passion for genuine
hospitality, cultural authenticity, thought-provoking design and architecture. Each "Original" stands for
the individual, aesthetic and service-driven experience that his or her hotel provides.

Founded by Claus Sendlinger in 1993, Design Hotels™ offers its members insightful travel industry
knowledge, from market trend consultancy to international sales representation. The company has its
headquarters in Berlin and branches in London, Los Angeles, New York and Singapore. Executive Board
members are: Peter Cole (CEO), Serdar Kutucu (COO) and Sascha Wolff (CFO).
In 2015, Design Hotels™ joined forces with Starwood Preferred Guest (SPG®), enabling its member hotels
to have both a greater and more selective reach while offering its Community the benefit of a loyalty
program. Since 13 February 2019 Marriott International unites the former SPG®, Marriott Rewards® and
The Ritz-Carlton Rewards® into the leading loyalty program of the industry: Marriott Bonvoy. Members
can earn and redeem point in participating Design Hotels™ members.

NOTES FOR EDITORS
For high resolution images and more information on Parīlio, please contact:
Marketing Executive
Ioanna Andriopoulou
ioanna.andriopoulou@pariliohotelparos.com
For reservations, please refer to our website www.pariliohotelparos.com or call +30 22840 51000
Follow us on Instagram and Facebook

